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ABSTRACT

0

Adventure based education ts a process in which a willing
learner is impelled at a calculated riskito himself and others
within a primary peer gr up most often in a wilderness setting
to master a conditional eries of problems which enable the
learner to lead a more a tonomous life.

'

Courses are patterne
by the national network
the mastery of an outdoo
river'rafting, sailing, e
development. The courses
bilities of the delinque
thoroukh referral and fol

For delinquents, cri
education is used to eit
ceration, or to suppleme

after the standard course pioneered
f Outward Bound Schools, and feature
pursuit, such as mountaineering,
tc., as a mechanism for personal
are tailored to the needs and capa-

ts. Much emphasis is placed on
low through.

inal or non-criminal, adventure
er divert them from cost:), incar-
t traditional treatment approaches.

1

As a diversionary me hanism, adventure based education
represents a cost effect ve alternative to incarceration.
As a supplementary program, adventure education enhances
treatment goals. There is an ample number of exemplary
,programs throughout the 7untry.

,
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Foreword

To prefade this paper, a few definitions of words used ;n the'title

and some general comments are necessary.

Juvenile Delinquents

"It has been said that among the many problems confronting the stu-

dent of juvenile delinquent probably none is so perplexing and elusive as

the designation 'juvenile delinquency' its'elf."
1

It has meant everything

,jr 9from little-inhibited behavior, victimless behavior, i.e. incorrigibility,

to,yiolent felony behavior, i.e. murder. The jurisdictional authorities have

for the most part tolerated this lack of definition. It is only recently

that a criminal-noncriminal distinction has come into vogue.

Let me define it for use in this paper as "acts which would be crimi-

nal if committed by adults or any violation of appropriate juvenile code,

not considered criminal if committed by an adult, i.e. status offenses."

Whether we are talking about criminal delinquents or status offenders,

we are describing "kids in trouble." As an educator, that label has been the

most useful to me. 'In the final analysis it is not the offense, but the

motivational readiness of the youngster to benefit from adveLture-based

education (ABE) that is the principal variable affecting involvement and

success. Status offenders, for instance, can be some of the most resistant

clients to work with. Perhaps because their actions haVe not resulted in a

significant loss of freedom, there is less motivation to chanp.

Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation is another one of those words in need of clarification.

For some, it is synonymoui with not recommitting any criminal act; for the

"con," it might mean not getting caught the next time.



I must admit to having trouble using the word at all. Rehabilitation is

a misnomer. It has the connotation that thd delinquent once.upori a time knew

and practiced appropriate behavior, then for some reason "went wrong," and

4111

that rehabilitation programs will help him "see the light" again.

In my experience, however, we are talking about habilitation, the devel-

opmental process of socializing someone. Nevertheless, I will use the word

rehabilitation for the s4e of convenience.

What I mean by rehabilitation is increasing maturation physically, emo-

tionally, mentally and socially, plus minimizing or eliminating the amount'or

severity of subsequent offenses for whibh a youngster is sentenced and reci-

divated. As the reader can see, my definition is inclusive. Practitioners

obviously would like clients to eliminate all subsequent criminal activity, e-

but that must remain, an ideal. If we only measure habilitation by the ideal,

we will be unrealistic and we will fail to pay attemion to developmental

steps that a client makes toward the ideal.

Next comes adventure-based education. By now the,reader should know

what to expect by way of definition. Indeed, there is a lack of common defi-

nition here too. Even the term itself, adventure-based education, 4s subject

to hot debate.. Terms such as Outward Bound, like experiential education,

experiential stress centered corrective learning" are tossed out in search

of constituents. I use adventure education because the word adventure cap-

tures the "unusual, stirring," provocative nature of this brand of instruc-

tion which distinguishes it from other more passive forms of instruction.

What I mean by adventure-based education is a process in which a

willing learner is impelled at risk to himself and others within a primary

2
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group, most'likely in a wilderness setting, to master'a conditional series

of probleis which enable the learner to lead a more.autonomous, responsible

life. The time dimension can be from within an hour to six months or

longer. Most programs are about a month long. My chapter on theoretical

considerations will more fully elaborate on this process definition.
;

r.
The reader ishould keep in mind that the practice of utilizing adven-

ture-based education to habilitate juvenile delinquents is relatively new

and unresearched. Data and observationi must be viewed as prelimin ry or

speculative.

3
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Introduction

Michael has a problem; he is over, 15 feet off the ground. Although

he is tied to a rope which is secured above to his belayer, whose job it

is to hold Michael should he,fall, Michael is \scared. The rock was wide

and deep at the bottom, but now it is becoming too narrow and shallow for

Michael to continue climbing. He has been ascending by jamming his feet into

the rock. Only one foot is wedged in now.w It supports all his weight and it

hurts. The 'weighted leg twitches spasmodically: Hishother foot scoots aim-

lessly and frantically over the rock face in search of a toehold. His fin-

gers grip the chalky sandstone and begin to sweat profusely, turning the

chalk into a thin, slippery film of mud. Michaal looks up at the top of the0

cliMb which is guarded by an intimidating bulge of rock. If he wants to make

it to the top, he must make a choice. He can either try to monkey up over

the buldge or circumvent it entirely by climbing out and up on the face.

Some choice. He imagines himself peeling off. Michael, who is 15,

and who gets in trouble wi,th the authoritiess.and his peers at school, begins
c

to cry. Fortunately, he has allies.

His peers, who have either climbed the rock or are about to, cheer him

on. His insturctors, who have trekked with Michael in the wilds for a week,

exhort him to succeed.

Michael inches up. Tears streak down his dusty face. By occasionally

relying on a taut rope from above, Michael manages the bulge. Over the lip,

unclipping the rope, he 'whoops triumphantly, and slaps his'belayer on the
7

shoulder in appreciation. He turns around to gaze out at the vista below

him.'



Blood trickles from a small gash in his knee and he wonders when he

cut it. He did not feel .it. His knuckles are chafed whitb by the rock, his

palms are as pifted and coarse as sandpaper. He3feels good, he feels complete,

he feels heroic. He has done something worthy of admiration. ,

School officials hope that this and similar adventure-based educational

accomplishments will enable Michael to cease his budding delinquent behavior.

This is just one of numerous adventure-based educational scenarios

being played out in North America today. Numerous schools, state social

service systems, juvenile courts, youth service bureaus, and the like, are

utilizing adventure-based education in one form ur another to socially habil-

itate their charges.
2

The last five years have seen an incredible surge of adventure-based

programming with delinquent types. There is a need to consolidate the work-

able knowledge in thefield and open it to the public to ensure that the

process of adventure-based education will be utilized properly withdelin-

quent populations.

What follows is an attempt to record relevant developments and prac-

tices of habilitating delinquents through'adventure-based education. The

paper is designed for; the would-be practitioner or curriculum developer.

Hopefully, it will describe the state of the art.

5



Background

The first significant use of adventure-based education as a reh2.1.11i-

tative agent for juvenfte delinquents occurred in 1964 'when the Massachusetts

Department of Youth Services contracted with the Colorado Outward Bound

School to include five adjudicated youngsters from Massachusetts in a summer

course. Before we examine the results of the first encounter, however, a

general background sketch on the development of adventure education and the

treatemont delinqu'ency would be helpful to put the first'encounter

in

,

perspective..

Adventure'Education
(I

fidventure
education ;Mich gssentially is learning by doing within a

consecuential context hag ,been the predlinant educational mode throughout

the five million years of human life. It is only with the advent of civili-
,-.1-, .

ration (some 6,000 years ago) with its specialized, sedentary lifestyle

that we have largely dissociated learning from doing. Before civilization,

the learner was largely considered aresourceful, responsible party in the

learning process. He filled a productive niche in the community. He was

expected to master that productive niche in order to sustain membership in

the community. Incentive to-learn and'relevance in learning were commonplace.

Today, the learner ig for the most part treated as an empty vessel to be

filled viith unrelatple facts.',Mcdvation and 'relevande are no longer

commonplace.

In a story which has reached near mythic proporticrs among adventure-
1

based education adherents, an exiled Zeman educator, Kurt Hahn, and a'

British educator by 'the nme of-James Hogan, combined forces with Lawrence

13 ,
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Holt, tin head of a large British shipping firm, to "build the character"

of young British merchant seamen during the throes of World War II. A dis-

proportionately.large number of the younger seamen were not surviving the

rigors of living in lifeboats after having tb abandon torpedoed ships. It

was reasoned 4'hat unlike the older "sa.Lts" who seemed to fare better, the

younger ones lacked a sense of themselves and their capacity to survive.

They were experience poor. Holt "... deeply regretted the passing of the

square rigged ships in which earlier generations of seamen had received their

basic training. He believed that, denied engines and complex instruments,
Y.

0
the men had developed a sense of wind and weather; a reliance on their own

resources--physical, nervoust'and tecimiCal--and an almost spiritual sense

of fellowship and interd9pendence."3

As a result of such convictions, the first Outward Bound School, 140

formed during the war in Aberdovey, Wales. OutWard'Bound was to improVe

on "an existing paradien exercised by numerous organizations (scbuts,
;

military, etc.) before the 1940s which utilized the outdoors as a character

building environments" 4

A "moral equivalent Of war," Outward Bound, became a training school

hard knocks-calculated to develop "an enterprising curiosity, an undefeat

spirit, tenacity in pursuit, readiness for sensible self-denial, and abo

all compassion."
4

The outdoor pursuits, such as sailing and mountaineer

became vehicles for personal development. Outward Bound continued afte
r,

war, indeed proliferated.
5

The first American Outward Bound School wa

established in Colorado in 1962. There are now six schools in Americ
.z a.
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Through the early 70s Outward Bound was the principal practitioner of

adventure education. Outward Bound and adventure .education were synonymous.

The three-week-long "standard course" offered by Outward Bound emerged as

the prinbipal program model of.adventure-based programs within or outside

the Outward Bound organization.

The Standard Course is the basic course offered by Outward

Bound and lasts 21 to 26 days. Equipment and activities vary
71

from school to school, but the experiences and challenges are

the same.

Physical conditioning in the early days merges with intro-

duction to the basic skills you need to complete the course.

There's instruction in safety and first aid, equipment use,

search and rescue techniques, food planning and cooking, m p

and compass skills, route finding, and environmental awareness1.

These skills and others are applied in progressively more

challenging situations during the course; an extended journey
_,

that may involve canoeing,A)ackpacking, sailing, mountain

climb,ing, or some other activity; a period of contemplation

- and self-sufficiency known as a solo; and a final journey

planned and executed with minimal.instructor supervisor. Ser-,

vice projects, stressing group cooperation and the value of

helping others, are an important part of'the courses.
6

Eventually the demand for Outward Bound courses exceeded the Outwar6

Bound organization's ability or willingness to supply courses. Offshoot

prograMs sprang up, filling specialized niche3 (working with delinquents is

one).
7
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Corrections

The contemporary creatment of juvenile delinquents began in 1899

when Chicago originated the first'iuvenile court with the expressed commit-

ment to rehabilitate rather than punish delinquents.

At that time, the prevalent placement for wayward youth was to adult

prison. With the advent of juvenile courts this practice changed only some-

what. Instead of sending youths to adult prisons, "reform" schools or "train-

ing" schools were created. Unfortunately, reform schools were modeled after

adult prisons. "Regimentation was foremost. To conform to rules and regu-

<,

lations was o be 'rehabilitated.' Days leading into weeks, then into months

were spent walking in line, two abreast, with hands in trouser pockets,

lining up for 'headcounts, and sleeping in large impersonal(aormitories."
8,

By the 60s the .'warehousing" of delinqbents in "mass congregate faeili-
,.

ties" such as residential trainihg centers was becoming known as dehumanizing,,

ineffective, and costly. Recidivism rates were high. The rate in Massachusetts'

approximated the national average of 50 to 60 percent.
9

The way was paved

for the exploration of alternative "treatment" modalities.

The First Marriage

Dr. Frank Kelly, a psychologist working with the Department, pursued an

OutwaNap,lind option. Borrowing from the field of anthropology, he synthesized

an interesting rationale for utilizing adventure education with delinquents .

He theorized that juvenile delinquents suffer from an adolescent identity
.

'1

crisis exacerbated by thc, absence of a clearcut "rite of passage" into'

society, and the decline of authority of the father (most of Kelly's charges

came from broken homes with absent fathers). The result was hyper-masculine,

9
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acting-out'Against society. Outward Bound was supposed to resolve the

crises. Outward Bound seemed to work for the first five who took part.

Encouraged by the initial results, 40 carefully screened youngsters

were sent to Outward Bound, this time to other Outward Bound Schools as

well. A six-month followup was conducted to ascertain recidivism. Only

four recidivated when the normal rate would have been 15 to 16. The final

step was sending 60 more yo, chs, randomly selected, and comparing them with

a similarly matched control group who receivee&atment at the training

school. The results after one year was a 20 percent recidivism rate in 'the

Outward Bound_group and a 42 Percent rate in the comparison group.
10

Kelly's research results encouraged the nationwide,utilization of adventure

education to rehabilitate delinquents.

10
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Theoretical Consideration
11

What is it about advanture-based education that helps a delinquent

youngster alter his behavior in more socially appropriate ways? My thesis

is that there are mechanisms or properties connected with adventure-based

4.

education that play directly into the learning needs of the delinquent and

virtually seduce him into achievement almost in spite of himself.

Three principal characteristics of delinquents stand out:

First, delinquents typically display an extreme unwillingness to assume

socially acceptable types of responsibility for themselves or others.

live in a world where .their wants and needs have

holding themselves (or being held) accountable.
,

,

They

few boundaries. They resist

Delinquents have few conven-

tional valtes Certainly their delinquency is exacerbated by,such variables

as "environmental deprivation, poor diet, learning disaalities," etc. BUt

at-the heart pf the matter is a failure of will power and concurrent resent-
,

ment for having to accept his fate and earn his keep. He takes his"rage out

on himself and on others. The delinquent finds it difficult to take another's

perspective and follows his own impulse's in preference to socially accepted
,

rules.
re

Second, th'e delinquent is aAdmited social learner. He collects infor-

mation'without properly weighingsit, consolidating it, or-generalizing from

it to apply to, subsequent experience. He nteds concrete models.

r

Third, his affective posture is debilitating. He lacks confidence in

himself and others. As a result, his motivation to learn is low. Moreover,

he resists learnlng from others, especially authority figures.

11



The picture I have painted is bleak and extreme. Obviously there are

degrees. Nonetheless, the delinquent is an extremist. His lack of responsi-

bility and limited learning skills carry him outside the law and into trouble.

Fortunately, in most delinquents there is a contrary desire to recon-

cile themselves to the demands of society and to achieve success within its

appropriate conventions. Moreover, being essentially normal human beings,
\\

they will naturap.y develop greater cognitive and affective sophistica\ tion if

placed in the proper learning environment. This tendency to develp, couple

with a desire to reconcile themselves, exists as potential energy. The delin-
,

quent eXperiences the dilemna oft,aeting out his anger at society while simul-

taneously.recognizing on some murIcy level that his only hope is in joining

it. He is looking,for-a way to join without losing face.

t.

,education allows the delinquent to integrate himself into

acceptable way.

The Change Process 0

Adventure-baSed

society in an

k

There are five s4rnifioant properties in adventure-based education

which impel a 41elinquent to rearrange his destructive ways They are: (1)

gamelike atmosphere, (2) organization of Participants into primary peer

groups, (3) use of the Outdoors., (4) nature of the problems posed, and (5)
1

style of instruction.

Gamelike Atmosphere

It is one thing to be expected to change oneseif forever; it is another

. to be expected to behave diff,rently for a consummately intense but rela-

tively short time. The former is a heavy commitment. The latter is a differ-

emt and easier sort of commitment; it is almost a commitment to playacting.

12



(*)

Johan Huizinga in Homo Ludens defines a game as a voluntary activity

where participants are rewarded for the best representation of something.

Games are not ordinary reality; they are by their very, nature superfluous.

They do not serve any practical end. Moreover, games are limited in time

and place, confined to "...forbidden spots, isolated, hedged around, hollowed,

within which special rules obtain."
12

Because of rules, there is much order

in games. This is not to imply that games are not taken seriously. On the

contrary, they tend to be absorbing, engulfing, and sometimes enlightening.

Adventure-based education, as it is practiced by Outward Bound,. is very

much,a game. The gamelike atmosphere induces a delinquent to try on a new

-responsible behavior for size. It is a less threatening environment. It is

easier to participate in the activity because it i ft unreal" and it is fun.

Adventure-based education is a voluntary activity either by-invitation
4

or by initiation. It is too hard for someone to be there who chooses not tO

be It is not an ordinary reality. The order of the day is to take on the

sacred, ennobled trappings of the explorer with his covenant of individual

excellence and brotherhood. Plusat is played out in contrasting fantastiP
,

environMents for a fixed amountof time (23 days.for example).

It is an easy environment for a delinquent to attempt playacting,

responsibility and trust. In the process, he discovers that being responsible

is not so impossibae and that he can also meet his own needs this way. He

learns a new game, a new repertoire of behavioral responses and inclinations.

A new general patte-in of behavior is acquired.

The dynamic of the aMe atmosphere is a subtle yet compelling entice-
,

ment to a delinquent; it stimulates his curiosity and his need for competence.

13



It is easier to play the game of adventure-based education than the game of

life. The former iSan easier entry point. Such-modeling develops its own

habit strength.

Organization of.Participants into Primary Peer Grrup

The use of a primary peer group is a master stroke with delinquents.

The use of a peer group fills a developmental need in their lives. Like any

adolescent, they relate primarily through peers.
13

*By organizing them into

a learning unit, their need to reciprocate with each other is respected.

The,alternative is the traditional classroom where each individual stands

alone.
.r.

'In addliion, the peer group is also a primary group (from 5 to 15

people). As such, it is a model structured to develop individual strenkth

within a cooperative framework. It is large enough for conflict, yet small

.
, enough to encourage conflict resolution. Given the expeditionary.nature of

A

an adventure education course and the small size of the group, there is gieat

probability that individual strengths Will be maximized whild weaknesses will

be minimized. Everyone counts in such a course because everyone issineeded to,

share the burdens oegetting through thediperience in one piece. Ihere is a

common objective and a collective consciousness. In short, there,exists the

st

possibility of genuine conimunity as characterized by the theologian, Martin

Buber:

,, ... -,- ......., . . ......... -.... , _ . , .....
.

.

True csmmumitY dops 44flopme into,-being because people'
.,

/.

have feelilgs for each other (thOugh that is required, too),
1 1

n .

but rather n. two accounts: All of them have td'sand in a

1iWigrecirocal relationship to a single living center,

14



and they have to stand in a living reciprocal relationship

to one another.
14

There exists a common bond, Vital inter and intra-petsonal relation-

ships are created around that bond. It has been argued that many teenage

gangs already operate on a reciprocal basis. This may be true. But the con-
.

text is different, and the ends in an adventure-baded setting are sanctioned

by society. What they learn can be that their reciprocal needs with peers

can be met within the rulcs of society. Their communal needs are magnified

and channeled'into more productive ends: The energy of the delinquents is

absorbed by th9 gro9-&ld used to promote. change.

Use of the Outdoors

Obviously the properties'combined in adventure-based.education comple-

ment one another and the use of the outdoois is no exception.

The outdoors is evocative, unfamiliar, and captivating. The,,delin-
,

quent's stirvIval instincts click into gler, his senses become alert. This

increased-sensual receptAvitpincreases the delinquent's chances of attending

and procetsing the experience and learning.from it. The use.of the outdoors A

energizes his learning.

The outdoors also pre92nts itself in a physical, straightforward way.

There are,mountains to blimb, rivers tO rr, and bogs to wade through. As

an adolescent delinquent whose priribipal mode Of expression is.action, and
t,

whose thinking processes are primarily concrete, the outdoor activities match

his developmental capability. The delinquent stands a. much better chance of

excelling in an adventure education program.

15



Finally, the symbolic potential of the outdoors is more readily access-
.

ible. Things and actions stand in bold rclief. If we ,ubscribe to the tneory

that "learning is thinking about the meaning of experience," (i.e. picturing

it or symbo:Azing it) then the outdoors is an easier environment for a delin-

quent to conceptualize and to generalize about. Such an environment uld

seem to facilitate the development of formal 'thought in a concrete-oriented

thinker.

To illustrate the potency of using the outdoors to develop meaning,

take the existential notion that "everything and everybody is valuable."

How could this imprint itself on an adventure-based setting., Take the climbing

rope:

For the student, the rope is not simply a member of a

class of objects, just one more thing in the world; it is

irreplaceably and unspeakably valuable. Perhaps he doesn't 4100"-

even' quspect its presence in the rope bag: Perhaps-it is

taken so much for granted that it is noticed only on certain

occasions whed it seem to demand attention. Such attention

wiLl net be a detached contemplating, but a caring for the_

rope.. It requires cleaning, it must be coiled, and the nick

in the sheath must be patcned cleanly. In such care the rope

reveals itself to our experience. At the same time this care

binds the student and the rope into a larger order which

includes the cliffs and mountains, patrol and course, and

instructor and friends. The studenti caught up in that order,

knows his place and what is to be done. We might even say

16
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that for an instant he understands the

But what is that? What would he say?

meaning of 'life.'

There is only a way

of being, a way of responding to the call of The rope. It's

more like a mood than anything else."
15

Characteristic Nature of the Problem Posed

Adventure-based education confronts students with problems which induce.

4.

stress. The problems are structured, however, to assure that the student

will successfully overcome the stress and master the task.

Most people emphasize the feal, stress, and anxiety associated with

adventure-based education. What often escapes mention, however, is just how

much support is built into the problems ensuring that,the student will accoMmo-

date to the challenge successfully.

First, the problems are seiected to arouse curiosity-9' to strengthen

competence, and to elicit-cooperation. The tasks are also based on the

learning needs and capabilities of the learner. This structure id a neceSsary

relief to a delinquent who normally lives with little structure and has a

diffilult-time managing himself. In adventure-based education, the game plan

is clearly laid out for him.

. .

Second, the problems are introduced incrementally'for the sake of con-

tinuity and consolidation: Basic skills nee,ded to master the outdoor environ-

ment are taught first. Confidence is cultivated-through the gradual and

d'uccessful mastery of an increasing repertoire-of skills. Such progressive

achievement,fs necessary for the delinquent,to prevent him from succumbing to
. .

stress.

17



Third, the proAems are condrete and manageable. Basically we all

like to tackle problems that we can envision ourselves solving and aro

within our grasp. This is especially critical to the underaChieving,

concrete thinking delinquent.

Fourth, the problems are solved wfthig a reciprocal framework. As

mentioned earlier, there is the pressure and Support of the peer group. In

some respects, each individual is carried beyond his capability because he

can draw on the\compensating strengths of his peers.
\ _

Fifth, the problems pose an immediate and impartial three to life,

\limb and fragile.psyches. The delinquent knows that his failure ,to solvean
,

adventure-based problem will have a real'consequence. Man id at he rt a sur-,

vivor, and when his life is on the line he will marshal his4resources\to the

best of his ability in an effort to survive.

4

And sixth, the problems posed are holistic and require a holistic

resolution. The delinquent must use his head, heart3 and hands in a,comple-

mentary way. ,He'is thinking about the problem, emoting, and physidally

acting out his resolution to fhe problem in the -here and now. He is engaged.

He is bringing all his resources to bear simultaneously.

All of these characteristics of adventure-based problems encourage

6
mastery.

1
,By contrast, traditional education and therapy tend to be seg-

mented into separate cognitive, affective, and physical domains. They a o

tend to be weighted.toward the accumulation of difficult to relate ,fac s and

'7Nc

the use of verbal skills. Moreover, the consequences tend to be capr cious

and delayed.

18
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Adventure-based education impels a delinquent to embrace a new behav-

ioral style. When he is asked to discuss change (which also-happens in an

adventure-based setting), at least he has experienced what you are asking

him to change.

Style of InstruCtion

The style of instruction in an adventure-based setting is very high

quality and quantity. The result is mutual respect, understanding and voli=

tion on the part of both students and instructors.

The instructor accompanies the studentf throughout most of the course.

He does everything along with the students. He trains them in the fundamen-

tals to survive the experience. He encourages or facilitates the demonstra-

tion of newly acquired .skills.and exhorts the students to capitalize oti their
't

strengths. He is with,them 24 hours a day, seven days a week. That'smeans

each student receiVes more than 150 hours of attention LAI his instructor.

Gi'Ven the instructor's availability, there'is grexter opportunity to'take. of

teachable moments.',In short, the instructor is perceived as an extra parental

adult (and thus seconkonly to peers in importance to adolescents) whose

authority is unq4estionably based on Commitment,-caoe, and competence. It is

not that other adults working with delinquents in other settings are not com-

mitted, do not care, or do not have things to offer. It is ilist that the
'

traditional,working environment severely limits their ability to effectively

function as a parental adult.

Sumla

Perhaps I have painted too idealistic a picture. The process of change

in an adventure-based'setting cannot be guaranteed. It is problematic and

19
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labor intensive, and the client is often recalcitrant. Adventure-based

\progra4 for delinquents take an inherently risky and limited cliert Into

an inherently risky experience. Still, if thc participant has any desire td

AP
change, the mdin features of adventure-based educdtion- will facilitate that

change. The gamelike atmosphere; the use of primary peer grotp, the use of

the outdoors, the nature of the problems nosed, and the style of instruction

all eneure that the delinquent will rise to the occasion, master th3 chal-

lenges, and'experience success.%-,He will thus, obtain an eiperience of Astery

that subsequent experience may,allow hitn to-validate again. Indeed, this may
,

\

be the first time in his lin that the YAelinquent 'has had an experience of

mastery to fall baA on,when he face's new problems.
,

f.'
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Program Combinations.
,

(Ememplary Programs)

In this chapter I will attempt to outline some of the major program

combinations, and given the available data,. distipguish their relative

'effectiveness.

As a Diversion to LonseTerm Institutionalization for State Wards

.Every state has a system for hancaing delinquents whose offense dr

, whose behavior can no longer 'be.dealt with in the coMmunity. The respective

juvenile court judge then-mandates'the youth to the state as a ward. The
,

usual form of treatment ie incarceration for fi4oml sii to nine months in a
2

training school. Most of the youths are committed for sztimigal offenses.

The iraining school,is.A?asically a depository. Unfortunately it is

very expensive because ofthe multiple Staff arrangements, facility upkeep,'

and the long length of stay. The useof adventure education as an alterna-.

tive to the training school for state wards or would-be wards is a cost

effective option for state ward systeMs. BasiOally, thstegd of à six-month

,

incarceration a youngstet participates inoa month-long adventure-based 6ourse

and then returqs shortly thereafter to the community.

Program

The approach is divided into four phases. The phases are referral,

orientation, expedition, dnd followup. The referral phase is concerried wfth

attracting, screening, and selecting students. The orientation phase is

concerned with physically, emotionally, and mentally preparing youngsters for

, an intensive, extensive expedition. The expedition phase is the principal-

21
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treatment phase.. Followup is concerned w reinforcement of the prik.;-

ceding experience (usually back in the community).'

.Referral Phase

Usually youngsters are screened in centralized x4ec'eiving, detention,

and diagnostic centers. Youths are flagged as possible referrals for the

adventure education program. The type of offense is not too impOrtant in

terms of selection. However, some statet'inahdate long term incarceration

for some felony offenses thus eliminatipg certain youngsters in the first

.screening. Programs previously-screened out youngsters with either long

histories of running away or arson. However, this is changing.

The principal variables in the initial screening are motiviation and

,

,placeability back iu the community. Although motivation is the principal
;

variable detarmining completion, home environment cannot be underestimated

as an important var4able in determining followup success. Placements

include going back to the family, living with a relative, independent living,

foster care, halfway homes, and.group,homes. The placements vary according

to individual dircumstancea. Being accountable for suitable community place-
.

ment prior to course selection ensuresMinimum followup. There is an adage

that followup should start with the first contact. The principle is one of

maximizing the,effects of the expeditiop for the youngster. As a delinquent's

problems surface in the community, so must they ultimately be resolved there.

In arranging community placement,:the local uthorit s (judges, probation

officers, aftercare workers) are contacted to determine their support. If

the authorities are Pot committed tO.a youngster's return, his chances of

22



running Afoul of th; law increase Significantly. Likewise parents are

informed. Offense and faMily history are Also researched.

The prospective student is interviewed by either nated referral

worker oi, the expedition instructors to determine his interest .capacity

to,benefit from the experience. Honesty regarding his behavior and sense of
44 %

responsibility for his predicament are ascertained 'and valued. Also, some

intrinsic attraction to the prospective experience is sought. Shrewd referral

,personnel in fact play down the fact that attendance returns a student back

home. The emphasis is on the psychological benefits. Selection is made

"\--)

after sifting throdgh all objective and subjective data.

4.

Wherever possible it is best for adventure education enterprise per-

sonnel to conduct all phases of the referral process. Institutional personnel

often have -conflicting priorities, that is, placing yoltagsters in the first

available opportunity, or misrepresenting the adventure experience because of
7/

negative personal bias or lack of current firsthand experience.

Once a program'is mature,"running monthly cycles, referral work becomeo

a full time, continuous job:

Orientation Phase

Orientation is usual4 conducted at a staging,base. The phase usually

does not exceed two weeks. Activities are designed to,enculturate students

in programoexpectations, to increase physical fitness, to build teamwork, to

contract for behavioral changes, and to teach outdoor living fundamentals.

Because it is residential, it Serves as a psychological bridge to the expedi-

tion phase which is conducted in a mobile fashion, no longer in close,proximity

to the familiar trappings of civilization (i.e. buildings, showers, roads,

23
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etc.). Whethera residentially-based orientation phase is necessary is a

constant source of debate among pracOtioners. One side claims that it is

useful in continuing to screen out improper referrals and that it is useful

in bolstering motivation by minimizing anxieties. The other side argues

that going mobile immediately for..:es the student to dig deep inside himself,

,andbring out his best. In my experience, what a program does depends on

variables such as the reliability of the referrals, the caliber o2 staff,
,

the evocative nature of the environment,'and the,iemotional stability of the

client.

Expedition. Phase

This phase lasts about a month. Conducted in a mobile fashion in a

wilderness environment, it represents,a concentrated dose of outdoor pursuits,

designed to be cathartic. While it is preferable to operate in one isolated
t1

site, some states do not have such extensive wilderness te; ein, so partici-

pants must hedgehop from one site to another. (See Appendix A for the course

schedule of a diversion program.)

Followup

es

Because moit adventure education programs that serve as an alternative

to institutionalization take youngsters from a state at large, followup pri-

marily consists of arranging beforehand for suitable placement. This attempts

to til'the family, the local social worker, and the youngster together in a'

supportive arrangement. The lack of control under these circumstances is an

obvious drawback, but the alternative is for the adventure program itself to

duplicate community aftercare services which, of course, would be prohibitive

and would not guarantee any better performance.

214 .



Effectiveness

The criterion of succebs for adventure education programs serving as

'diversions to institutionalization had been the determination of cost effec-
,

Aveness, as comparea with institutional placement.

The approach typically,entails comparing rates of recidivism (adventure

.groups to various control groups) with costs (both rea). and projected'cost

savings1. Adventure education at the lowest common denominator does at least

as well as institutional placements for appreciab4 less expense, resulting

in significant cost savings. Let me quote from an extensive program evalua-
.

tion on Michigan Expeditions (ME),.an adventure education program with the

Michigan Department of Social Service, which did at least as well.

tilleasures of post program recidivism between expe mental

groups did not vary significantly. Fifty-five point fiv per-

cent df the ME sample diverted from institutionalization

remained succe9sfully diverted one year following program

completion, representing cost savings of $230,580.33.
17

have yet to see an evaluation where the recidivism rate was'higher
_

and cost savings.negligible. Indeed,'a majority of adventure-based diversion

programs reveal statistically significant loweit rates of recidivism, and a

tendency for a significant decrease in the severity of subsequent offenses

for those who do recidivate from the adventure group as compared with insti-

,c6
tutional groups. They, in effect, confirm Kelly's original findings.

18

Likewise, data reveal that adventure participants, regardless of whether

:they recidivate'or not, feel positive about the experience. What difference

'that makes is immeasurable, but suggests the humane orientation of adventure-

based programs.

25



Notahle Progrcris (based on caliber of staff, nUmber of clients serVed,

quality,of outdoorprogra,mming)

Some notable programs are;

4
1. Romeward Bound with the Massachusetts Department of Youth -

Services

1

,2. Project STEP, Florida Division of Youth Services, P 6 Box 490,

Yule, Florida

3. Project DARE, Ministry of Correctional Services, Ontario

Government, Box 2000,,South River, Ontario Canada POA.1X0

L. Underway Progyam, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
h

Illinois 62901

5. Wilderness Challenge,Texas Youth Council P 0 Box 411,

Crockett, Texas

6. -Santa Fe Mountain Center, 615 Washington Avenue, Santa Fe,

New Mexico

$ a S lement to Exi3ting Youth S ving Agencies

'< Another approach which is becoming more popularis utilizing adventure

education to buttress or supplemcit existing treatment modalities. Students

are not diverted from institutionalization oi cimmunityrbased youth serving

agencies such as probation departments, etc. Instead, adventure educational

programs complemeht traditional approaches.

Traditional approaches.cannot be dismissed out of hand as being ineffec-

tual or unnecessary. In some cases troubled youths need detention (for their

own safety and that of others), schooling or outdoor living under a highly

secure and structured settin8. These include training schools or forestry
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'c. amps, surrogate parenting and residential living in a group home,.or mini-

mal attention by

strengthen,these

Progftm Phases

local autlioriZiea and counselors. dlienture education can
C4

fundamental programs.

Referral Phase

A

In supplemental adventure programs, the referral process is mutually

shared by agency staff (who have worked with apd will most 'likely continue 'pp

.work with a prospective Student), adventure program personnel, and the youpg-

ster himself. There is less external reward for participating as there is

in the diversion approach where the youngster can return home. The fadtors

attracting a youngster to the experience are the intrinsic appeal of adven-

ture, the relationships established between the youngster and the advocating

facilitators, an d. the determination bf the youngster to work on his or her
4

behavior.

Often the referral"process consists of a"hands on" introduction at

the program site to further motivate the youngster.- Minimal followup is
5

assured from theioutset because in effect the adventure experience is only

a "leave of absence" for the youngster from the youth service agency.

Indeed, often the counselor himself will attend the course to enrith his

relationship with the client. Often a group counselor will "refer" himself

and his whol'è group.

Some adventure programs whose services are purchased by an agency go so

far as to insist on written commitments to follow through by the personnel of

the referring agency.

27
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Orientation Phase

The supplemental program ,approach is. similar

approach mentioned ror diversion programs in terms

to the orientation

of activities and purpose.

Often the orientation is serialized, less of an'abrupt departure, with

A

interim time utilized to orient parents, etc.

'Expedition Phase
1.

7'.

The expedition phase lasts from two weeks to a month and is, similar in

design to the,expedition phase of the diversion approach. It too can be

I.

serialized to minimize absenceftom school, etc.

followup

The stronges;ct suit of the supplemental approach is the extent to which

followup needs dan be serviced. One factor'mentioned previoUsly is the fact

that students come from and return to the same agencies and counseibrs.

There is greater continuity and accountabilitx than in diversionary programs .

48,1.

where new placement arrangements must be made quickly, and often impersonally. .

rn addition to arranging for continuous.and accountablecounseling,

many supplemental programs offer reinforcing adventure experiences as well

as a variety of community-based reinforcers for agencies, youth, parents, and

lignificant others.
19

Effectiveness

The most obvious fact about evaluating supplementary adventure programs

-

is that evaluation is more difficult. Diversionary programs are pitted

against traditional long-term institutions. It is one discrete, complete or

nearly complete treatment program versUs' another. In supplemental adventure

programs the idea is to complement,-not compete againstostraditional services.

29
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It is moro difficult to isolate the adventure effect from all the other

supposedly symbiotic services offered. fact, it misses the point some-
,

what to do so. What should be measured is the coMplementation of Certain

services versus a comparable single service deliver'y system; Most programs

do mot find the resources for ,such evaluation. What tends to be done' with

supplementary adventure education in measuring the effects is tO determine

pre and post-cycle changes in attitudes, cotpared with self, others, values,

etc., or to record the observatIon of significant others (teachers, probation

officers, parents, \etc.) regarding constructive chanlies in participating

youngsters. In addition, their behavior in the community is tracked from six

months to a year to determine lawfuluess, productivity, etc. There is not a

plethora of accessible, documented evaluation. What is available supports

the claim that adventure education increases perceptions of self-efficacy of

'sparticipants as well as facilitating the resolution of their problems.
20

Another result is"that supplementary adventure programs 'for the Most

part service a wider assortment of delinquents than diverslon programs,

which to date have been limited to state 'wards bound for long term institu-
,

tionalization/incarceration who are placeable back 'in the community. There

are programs for middle school "pre,-delinquents," for high schoolers who have

r.

become discipline pi4lerns, for adjudicated youths who need residential care

but still can "make it",in the community, for drug and substance abusers, for

the mentally ill, and for aUlt-offenders prior to parole.
a

Notable Programs.

Within institutional .settingsi\

61. Higher Horizons, New York Diyision for Youth, Johnstown, Newlork

29
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2. ,Thistledew Camp Residential Treatment Program, Minnesota Depart-

ment of Corrections, Toto, Minnesota

3. St. Croix Camp, Route A, Box 62, Morkvilld, Minnesota 55048

Available for service to participating agencies:

1. Connecticut Wilderness-School P 0 Box 2243,1Goshen, Connecticut

.2. Colorado Outward Bound School,. 945 Pennsylv4nia Denver. 80203\
3. Hurricane Island Outward Bound,School, Rockland, Maine

14. .Appalachian' School of Experience 21 South Hoover Street,

Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013

5. Underway Program, Touch of Nature, Southern Illinois University,

Carbondale, Illinois 62901

6. Wilderness Challenge School, P 0 Box 809, Norfolki Virginia 23501

7., Santa Pe Mountain Center

Within a residential group home setting:

1. Vision Quest, 2643 vorth Calle De Romy, Tucson, Arizona 85712

2. Adventure Home, Colorado Outward BouneSchool,_945 Pennsylvania,

Denver 80203

Within a family therapy setting:

1. Peak Experience, YMCA, 2232 South Grand, St. Louis, Missouri 63104

For younger adult offenders:

1. Osage E%peditions, Missouri Department of Corrections, 1906 Fair
3

Lane, Columbia, Missouri 65201

2. Santa Fe Mountain Center

3. Colorado Outward Bound School, 945 Pennsylvania, Denver 80203
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Organizational Dynamics-

'In organizing fui, the delivery of adventure-baSed services, there are

essentially two approaches. Oneis as,an organizational entity within.an

existing host, public system, such as a statkjepartment of socidl service.'

The othr is as a private not-ior-profit business, services being purchased

on a contractual basis by recipient social serviceagencies. 'There are pros

and-cons to both approaches.

, The advantage of the in-house approach is primarily the ample support

and security ayailable by being a silember of a larger public service host

whose existence is virtually guaranteed and who is well providfid for. The

adventure program can draw on established, ongoing services inexpensively,

such as bookkeeping, evaluation, and equipment maintenance. Staff tend to

enjoy higher salaries and ample benefits. Administrators raise the money and

run political interference. As a family member, when the inevitdble budget

cutting cycle surfaces, it is unusual to be totally eliminated.

There are concurrent disadvantages. Political support within public

,service organizations tends to be flighty. Public service umbrella organize-

,

tions are subject to partisan politics. Administrators cote and go with the

political tides. Newcomers wishing to dissociate themselves from the past

administration, and wanting to flex their muscles, often blindly 'eliminate

past program initiatives regaraess of their professional merits. Moreover,

public service procedures are often cumbersome administrators meddlesome.

The merger with the enterprising adventure program is often stormy.

'Private contracting, in comparison, affords the benefits of more

autonomy. One is not locked into a narrow program track. Experimentation'

31
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e;nd diversity are much easier to facilitate. Staff can be hired and termi-

mated as necesupy. Program integrity is ersier to maintain.
cii

The disadvantage of private contracting is that the contraetorl subject

to the market, will most likely be the first to receive a budget cut. If.

enterprisi falls short budgetarily, there wIll be no final authority to

appeal to for a "supplemental" appropriation. It is the cost of freedom.

Regardless of which road is chosen, the development of a valid and

reliable adventure education program is a time consuming, painstaking, risky
pj

enterpriss.

Included is an outline of developmental steps (phases, strategies,

ctasks, and assumptions).

A. Phase Gine - Ignition/Feasibility

One - two years'

1. Strategies

a. Utilize consulting assistance

b. Assess and develop institutional support base with all tile

following:

(1) Governance element (legitimizers such as judges, legis-

latorg, school board members, vec.)

(2) Upper-level administrators

(3) Middle-level management

(4). Line staff

(5) Wards

(6) Community

c. Assesg and develop funding base
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d. Assess staffing.potential

(1) Indigenous (within organization)

(2) External

e. Assess staff development needs

f. Design adaptive program phasing, content and cybles bSied

. on needs assessment

Assess environmental potential for program emptilasis

(1) Facility

(2) Mountains

(3) Woods

(4) Rivers

(5) tities

(6*) Etc.

h. Plan long range

2. Tasks

a. Submit initial and interim feasibility report

b. Submit formal program proposal

(1) Rationale

(2)" Methods and procedures

(3) Preliminary budget

C,. Make ti6./action plans.

d.. Provide experience seminars for institutional, support

e. Conduct orientation meetings throughout organization

f. Do reCWaissanbe

g. Make site selection
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h. Conduct orientatiOns and select staff

i. Provide skills training

(1) Outward Bound educators, semester-lung leadership

program

(2) On-site skills workshops

(3) On-the-job training with training consultants

j. Select and order equipment

k. Run pilot course(s)

1. Design an evaluation gystem

Realign goals, objectives, tasks after pilot course

completion

B. Phase Two - Demonstration Phase: Show viability of program phases, .

content and cycles

One - two years

1. Strategies

a. Develop a model program'(viabl )

b. Establish management system

S.

(1) Fund raising

(2) Promotion

(3) Course planning and evaluation

(4 Staffing (recruitment, retention)

(5) Safety system

(6) Budgeting (fiscal control)

(7) Logistics

UtilizeS consulting assistance

34
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d. Maintain active institutional suppoxit

e. Ccolt/hue to provide staff development activities
,

2. Tasks

a'. Run continuous program cycles-with newly 4selected staff

b. Provide for skills wcnkshops or consulting interventions in;

(1) Outdoor leadership - methods and Philosophy
.

(2) Outdoor skills'

(0 ,Management skills

(a) Course designing, staff support and evaluation

(h) Staff selection and performance evaluation

(4Organizationai development

c. Have outside peer review

d. Continue experience seminars to cultivate institutional

support

e.' Conduct program and organization evaluation

f. Conduct go'al setting workshops

C. Phase Three - Consolidation - Consolidate adaption into continuum o

treatment services of receiving institution

One - two years

. 1. Strategies

a. Utilize consulting assistance

f'

b. Intermingle program into policies and procedures (administra-

tive and financial) of institution

c. Provide for staff turnover and renewal

d." SolAify(long range plans

35
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2. Tasks

a. Run "bread and butter" program model

D. Phase Four - Regeneration Phase - Diversity program

1. Strategies

a. 'Look for new targets of opportunity within mission of organi-

zation

b. ,Reassess current operational parameters to see what still is

of use

2. Tasks
c.

a: COnduct sequence of actions similar to those in the ignition/
F.

feasibility for new ventures.

Some assumptions.underlying notes on adventure-based programs:,-

1. Feasibility can really only be treated experientially.

2. There are identifiable phases of 'program adaption.

3. The adaption can be systemmatically approached.

4. ABE is a process which can be adapted to a wide variety of environe,

ments and populations with patterned referral, course and followup components.

5. The adapting institution represents an organism with values and

norms whiCh must be meshed (matched, integrated,
symbiotically arranged), with

the values and norms.of ABE for the adaption to take hold.

6. The adaptive process, in order to consolidate itself, takes from

three to five years.

7.' ABE represents worthwhile risk taking that demands the highest

caliber of staff and training.
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8. -Because of ABE's potency, there is a need to develop and main-
Cr3

tain an active.and all encompassing commitment throughout the organizational

hierarchy to support the adaption.

9. Consultation can maximize the opportunities for constructive

adaptlon throughout the phases.

;

V.
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Recommendations/Implications

In this ccicluding chapter, I would like to explore some issues whlch

face adventure-based practitionere and suggest some recommendations.

Followup - How Much, What Kind, and How Long

In 1971 Kelly and Baer followed up on their 1966 study which the recider

will recall showed that a year after treatment there was a statistically

significant-lower rate of recidivism for youths Who had attended Outward

Bound in comparison to a control 'sample.of matched youths who had attended

-training school (20% to 40%). Five years later, the results still favored

the Odtward Bound eample, but the difference was no longer°statistically

significant (38% versus 53%). Kelly concluded that a comprehensive followup

program, i.e. "a program qf supPortive services" should be considered as a

way of maintaining consolidating results over time.
21

Practitioners took the suggestion. Indeed they-may have gone over-

board. Followup has become a sacred cow. ,It is anathema to question useful-

ness. On examination there is no`evidence in support of its efficacy other

than subjective impreesions. Some of.the more zealous adherents even go so

far as to deny the efficacy of utilizinvadventure education at all for

troubled youth unless it is coupled with a panoply of supportive aftercare

services.,
s'

Remember that while the difference (38% to 53%) was no longer statis-

tically significant, the results were still markedly positive. I find it at

best presumptuous to assume that more "supportive" counseling or adventure

experiences would have helped lower the rate, Evidence is surfacing of late

which documents that less not, more counseling is preferable.
22

Diminished
,
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,returns, perhaps even regressive returns, apply to the use of-anything

eventually, yes, even counseling.

I have designed and managed numerous adventure-based programs for

delinquents which have had either no followup, some followup, or as much as

a year's worth of residential therapeutic followup. I have decided that the

need for followup is relative to the student's Aeeds. Some students need

more reinforcement than others while too much reinforcement can be counter-

productive, breeding dependency.

I would like to see more individually tailored followup plans instead

of assuming tt;at followup, is necessarily good, and that'as 'much followup as

necessary should be provided for. I would like to see practitioners assume

that followup can be Useful 1,ut not necessarily so, and that they intend to

determine and advocate the minimal amount necessary. Remember, most delin-

t`

1

quents grow out of delinquency. Overresponding to a youth's troubles can be

just'as harmful as underrespondihg, ,It can breed a feeling of needing help.

In addition, I would like to seerefforts made to,correlate the impact,.

of different types and fiegrees of followuP on adveniure education studedts.

What we know today is hearsay.
23

Course Management

"As adventure education with delihquents becomes legitimate, I see signs

of a bandwagon effect taking place new adherents .trying to get "on tl,e bus"

as quickly as possible, not knowing how to drive the bus, how to fix it

shduld it break down, or what its limits are.

There are no certifiers. It takes years to safely educate delinquent

youngsters through outdoor.pursuits in a specific outdoor environment. At
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ihe least groups should be led by staff who are technically proficient in

the Outdoor crafts Utilized in the specific course environment (mountaineers

in the mriantins, woodsmen in the woods', desert rats in the desert). The

staff must have, the judgment not to put themselves and their students in

Stressful situatiOnp beyond any participant's ability to predictably manage, ?

and must know and havelpreviously worked constructively with delinquents.

The staff member who fits t'hi,s criteria is rare. However, at the very least,

who collectively fit the bill are imperative.

thumb that new wprthwhile enterprises cost more and

combinations of staff

It is a rule of

take langer to prepare than originally anticipated. Political and financial

pressures and vanity and native enthusiasm inilnence new programmers. Also,

experienced programmers with new projects to expedite leap prematurely into

the field with youths. Such tendencies must be guarded against. In, adventure

education the price for negligence can be devaStating, i.e. the loss of

human life. Conservatism in an adventure settingit a virtues
24

Evaluation

The perennial'questions for programmers are what to evaluate, how much

evaluation is necessary, and how shotild it be conducted?

What to Evaluate

Determination of what to evaluate begins Ly:

1. Specifying target behaviors (of youth served) and needs which

will be the focus of the program

2. Specifying the processes (events, conditions, and participants

and their systematic interaction) that will impinge on a youth to achieve

acquisition of new skills and attitudes
,
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3. Specifying the theoretical or logical reason why.these processes

should work

4. Specifying the desired dirtcome of youth as well as the'expected

duration of the effect of this intervention

5. Specifying.the expected level of success.
25

Such investigation is hard work, but if done cd'iscientiously, it meets

administrative requirements, achievei A better operational eroject, detects

problems early, and provides useful infoftation to other program colleagues.

How Much Evaluation is Necessary?

Do not allow your evaluation to stand or\fall on any'

.one methodology or issue. See evaluation as a mosaic of co -

ponent parts. The components should include a process descrip

tion arta systemmaticcbserVer-evaluator inventory. I should

include a cost-effectiveness study, some psychometric testing

on both affective and physical measures; it should include

Amographic data on the students and data which looks at

recidivivm and other fbllowup fssues. These parts should add

up to a Gesvalt that will represent your program in a way that

communicates to funding sources apd politicos what you are

about.
26

s,

rn addition stafc should document course related accidents near misses,

and health related problems. In thid,fashion over:the years, ivogram staff

will begin to discern Any patterns. Finally, arrangements Should be made

for an annual peer review by an outside experienced practitioner. Sometimes

it is hard to see "the forest for the trees" when immersed in a program.
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How Should it be Conducted?L.
Evaluation can be difficult to implement in an adventure..rbaded setting.

Staff and students are often under stress and the physical conditions can be

impossible. ."Measurement textbooks typically.talk of ensuring good lighting,

quiet, warmth, etc.,"27 often conditions impossxble to attain, Whatever

timing you choose, keep it uniform for all students, and whenever possible

allow post-testing "for an incubation period of about a week...once the dirt

is off and dietary deprivation is saiiated."
28

Results with Women in Com arison to Men

I have nolt delineated results in terms of male/female differences.4.

Certainly the majority of evaluations describe results solely for males.

This is understandable as the maiority of delinquents are male and accordingly

represent the most predsing programming need. Still.juvenile females are

being indluded in greater numbers in adventure-based courses.

The results for females when isolated reveal a marked compatibility

with adventure programming. .Witness this account: "When male/female com-

pletion rates were compared, females finished Mt, a diversion program, as

often as the male sample (k,5% vs 86%). 'Males recidivate significantly.more

often than females (following program release):'
29 f

Futures

Certainly, the first order of business is survival. Notwithstanding

the fact that the utilization of adventure-basedi)rograms for delinquents is

becoming more midespread and legitimate, program survival is still problemmatic.

Most programs are funded through "soft" money, i.e. grants fôr start-up.

Regardless of how well the adventure programs do toward rehabilitating clients,
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the process of going from seed money to the allocation of in.house general

funding is tricky. Public social 'Service bureaucracies seem to have diffi-

cult, if not an impossible, time sloughing off traditional programs which

prove ineffectual. So adventure programs come to represent add-on expenses.

Traditional habits, attitudes and programs 4re well entrenched, and represent

the dominant,v05ted interest.

will remafn so in the future.

Competition for available money is stiff, and

I speak from experience. I. know of one program
60

which conclusively proved that it represented a cost effective alternative to

incarc3ration, and regardless was dropped after a four-year run. A new

administrative regime came on the scene with a mandate to "lock them up"

° the bureaucraay in question had not sloughed anything off, had indeed add d to/

the traditional programs simultaneously, so any project cost saving resulting
:ft

'from tne adventure program was unrealized.

Second, practitioners must continue to associate amongst themselves and

discuss the state of the art. The handiest vehicle is the Association for

Experiential Education which has a, special divisionfori:alternative programmers

in corrections.

. Adventure-based programs are no Panacea but "the results (in,the eyeS

of the ever circumspect evaluator) in studies on.the effegts of Outward Bound

(used generically) on recidivism seem consistent. That is, Outward Bound'has

been shown to reduce the rate of recidivism among youthful offenders. Even

: after making allowances for methodological flaws, 'Outward Bound seems worthy

of the label strong stimulus toward reciOivism redUction."30 I have seen a

trend among practitioners to over-qualify the results. Professionally such

circumspection is laudable, politically it can be misconstrued as olaiiing a
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lack of efficacy and inadvertently damage the movement. The political pro-

cess is not very logical and operates on the assertion ofbeliefs. Practi,-

tioners must evidence belief, commitment and control. Too much control will

be self-defeating in the long run.

I am not advocating that adherents cease experfmenting with adventure-

,

based programs to determine parameters. On the contrary, I encourage it.

As Dr. Richard Owen Kimball has suggested, there must be more.correlattve

evaluation on such variables as length of course, mix of activities, degree
!

of stress, and experience level of the instrictor (the breadth and 'maturity

of the organizational vehicle).
31

However, we must not dwell on the limita-

tions.
0

We must rest assured that essentially adventure-based education repre-

sents a unique "escape to reality" for delinquents, and that it is a cost

effective alternative to long term treatment and incarceration. We need not

join the legions of.skeptics who are given oyer a priori to pessimism 'when it

comes.to finding solutions to criminality. Adventure education represents a

partial, tenable solution.

r
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.1.71.7.77

Day

Appendix I.

Summarization
it!

. 1

.Arrival - lasue Gear-- Hike Set.Up Camp - Course Director Intro- i7e:i

duction Sleep.;Out
_ _

Ropes-Course - Map and Compass - First Aid - Initiatives - Canoe
,

2. "' Skills - Litter Construction
_

Initiatives and Ropes Course - Orienteering - First Aid,- Canoe
3 Skills - Dro. at Number Road and Canoe Start

,

B. Beach Trek A.. .1

5 A., Beach Trek

Return to Light House - Sauna - Belaying - Wall - Drop for . ,

, B. Canoein 1

4 A. Canoe River

6'. A. Return to Light House - Sauna - Belaying - Wall
.

B. -Canoe River

Prepare to Leave - Drive to Upper Yeninsula - Camp at Pictured
Rocks - Trek

Pictured Rocks - Trek
^

Pictured Rocks - Drive toward Porcu ine State Park

10 Drive to Rorcupine Rappel:- Hiie,to Trap Falls - Plan Finals

11 Final Expeditions through Porcupine State:Park

rinaithions through Porcu ine State Park

).3 Drive to Baraboo, WI - Walkjthrough Park - Boulder

14 Rock Climbing - RaPpel

15 Rock Climbing -'Rappel - Litter Lower - Ferry Trip - Group Debrief

16 Solo and/or Service Pro ect

17 Marathon - Sauna -Wall - Steak Fr - Awards

18 Conferences - De arture (Clean Bunkhouses)

Y

,

ormiosmo
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Appendix II.

Excerpted from "The Pole of F011owup in Therapeutic Adventure Pro-

gramming," a paper written by Beth A. McCabe and Kenneth Buck Harris from

he Wilderness School, Goshen, Connecticut.

1. 'Parent nights are an opportunity for students to share- their wil-

derness experience& with parents, friends, teachers and other community people.

Aided by instructora or wilderness ataff members, graduates narrate a slide

show h\i.ghlighting.the course with its successes and failures, Support is

enlisted from parents, teachers and friends to encourage the student's further

t

success.,

2. Regional reunions are helpful to gather graduates from the same

town or region. These meetings can involve'a pizza or potluck dinner, recrea-
,'

) tional activity or'a community service project.

. 3. Contract evaluation sessions help to monitor progress on contractIJ

goals.- These conferences can serve as a time to celebrate goals attained and

io renegotiate plans which are failing or no longer meaningful.

*43 Wilderness groups held c.. a weekly basis in the community help to

establish a peer support system centered around activities. A few ideas*for

activities are snowshoe making, kayak building, prodUction of a multi-media

_show.aboUt wildernesi experience,_publishing a newsletter, planning and con-
s

ducting community service projects, restoring a sailboat and vtewing films.

5. Family counseling planned in conjunction with a foliowup specialist

.and the agency worker can be especially effective.

6. peer counseling training for graduat,es generates a sense of

responsibility for themselves and others.- This also maY develop a support

system for future students from the same colomunity.
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7. Urban experiences,help students from that envirnnWit to trans-

late their wilderness experience back to their home life in a practical way

by exploring city. resources. Rural students can alsq benefit from this exper-
-,:,.

ienee by realizing their ability to master.a new environment which can
4

self-confidence.

8. Recruitment and orientation o,E prospecti.ve students can be assis-

ted by graduates. This .-.1y include a slide presentation or a day-long hike.

9 Special events in the student's community (school plays, athletic

events, graduations) are an opportunity forwilderness staff to be involved

with the student and his family. It is important and meaningful to share

their success and encourage positive behaviTr.

1

10. Regional family potluck dinners and picnics provide an opportunity

to involve the entire family in 'an activity. This may also proviae a support
t,

system for parents.

Additional activities can be offered by the wilderness prqgram to pro-

vide graduates with further opportunity for relearning the lessons of the wil-

derness experience. The fqllowing events have elicited great student interest

and support:.

1. Anannual reunion is a gathering of all gvaduates, parents, friends,

and referring agency personnel. Activities may include slide presentations,

display boards, or a cookout, 'This provides the.chance to meet old friends who

have shared a similar experience-and builds a sense of priele for all the

participants.

2. Short courses are scheduled throughout the year and involvA a

variety Of activities. These courses include activities such as white water
,

canoeing, backpacking, climbing, caving, cross country ski.ing, orienteering,

and community service projects.
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3. ,ftrent-student short courses encourage.par n Olvement with

the school. Parent-student courses are an integral part of the followup pro-

grai and may include backpaCking, canoeing, roc% climbing, initiatives,

'orienteering crois country skiing and family solo. The major,.emphasis is on

sharing the experience.and Comtunicating'feelinga.. Students have the oppor-

tunity to teach their parents, help them, enjoy
,

them, and express feelings in
4

a safe enVironient. Parents can learn from their children, observe them in

,
an arba_of the son or daughter's expertise, and enjoy their interaciion,within

that supervised,experience.
to 4.4

4 Special courses,,6-15 days long,_can include a variety of activi-

ties, such as sailing, backpacking, canoeing, and climbing expeditions in

various p4rts-of the country. Another course can be a skills training course

fop studerts interested insieveldping technical skills for either a job in.out-
A 4

door programs and camps or employment within the program. Another possibility

,is exchanging coursas with a similar program in a different area of the country.

This should enhance an exchange of ideas, and provide additional unique exper-

iences.

5. Odtward.Bound scholarships can be.offered to graduates as a rein-

_

forcer for a
/s
tudent','s suCcess on oontract goals and a.continuation of personal

growth and development,experiences.

6.
c/

Student staff are graduates employed in the program and can benefit

the student and the program. Students can assist in logistics, food.handling,

phone duty, emergency situations and the daily operation,of basecamp. This

position gfves graduites a work experience and a sense of responsibility and

self-worth.

7. If the program is,fortunate enough to acquire land for a basecamp,,

the development of.that land can provide a valuable project for the stddents.



A

By constructing buildings and a ropes course, students have the opportunity
o

to learn carpentry skills, plumbing and electrical skills in

responiibility and cooperation in,a working enNironment.

8. Personal_s_ervices areS defined as direct'personal

graduates and ma include\phone calls, letters, and visits.

living at basecamp-a 24:J6ur hotline can

emergency basics. Many times an emergency

, A unavailable in a student's comMunity.

9.. Wilderness Program curriculum

experience and followUp commitment. This

addition to job ;

assistance to

If the staff is

be made available to students on an

shelter is also needed if one is

can be developed for the wilderness

will enable students to peceive high

school credit for their involvement and would be an,added incentive for the

student.,z,

10. "Special Pei...son Weekend,"held shortly after completion of the wil-

'dernets course, is valuable and gives graduates dn opportunity to share their

experience with someone who is special to them.

1

11. Regional weekends can be held to facilitate transportation prob-
*1

lems. .A central meeting place can be determined and schduled activity con-

ducted from there.

12. An all-women's course or an all-men's course can be a Valuable

source of sharing-and support. Mother-daughter, courses and father-son courses

also facilitate family involvement.
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Appendix III

Course Director's Report

.t.'

,
Submitted by: Gerala L. Colins

Contract Course with Colorado State Reformatory at Buena ViAa

September 23 October 7, 1975

/Location:

:Staff:

Marble

Course Director:

Instructor:

Assistants:

Logistics:

Jerry Golins

Tom Stich

Jamie Katz, Larry Saghe, Rory Frazier

Lorrie Babcock ,

The problemmatic nature of designing and running a course for offenders war,

rants documentation that concentrates on assumptions and generalizations tilat

can assist others in subsequently directing puch courses. In many respects,

this was a model course, so the focus will be on the critical variables that

contributed to its success.

Pre Course Preparation

)A. Staff Selection - Discrete selection of, staff is the first priority.

Delinquent populations are extremists in teiims,of their needs for

affection, acknowledgementt,and affirmaticin. They tend to have

well developed defensive postures in relationship to their inability

to satisfy these needs. So one can expect punishing, repressive,

suppressive behavior. They tend to personalize conflict, see-it

as a win/lose scenario to be resolved through force or the threat

of force, and not through negotiation. They seem edgy, subject to

highs and lows. One wonders if incarceration has caused or merely

exacerbated these delinquent characteristics. Accordingly, such a
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course demands staff who are committed to helping are experienced

manipulators ofLthe Outward Bound process,.have personal integrity,

can_exercise a wide range of intervention techniques, have a sense
s\

\pf hum4; and who.undemstand corrections. Overstaff, as4the demands

pn staff are extreme, and the need for allies great:

B. Student Selection - The emphasis throughout was'on straightforward'

details of course activities and Colorado Outward Bound School

staff expectations of student performance. The expectations were

that they cooperate with their peers so as to get through in one

piece* take a look at their.behavior on the course, and most

importantly that they attempt every activity or challenge posed,

that in this respeet they have the choice tochoose all of Outward

Bound or none of Outward Bound. We also men-ttioiled that we would

not ask them to do something that we would nor could not do

ourselves.

We screened out some whose pathological proclivities might require

,clinical supervision or who seemed to have a fanciful notion

Outward Bound. A premium was put on honesty and character. Of

the sixteen selected only one was later asked to leive the course

who for reasons of obesity and low motivation became an untenable

liability. In his case, Buena Vista and Colorado Outward Bound

School staff indulged in wishful thinking in originally selecting

hiM.

1. Presentation of a film to the general prison population,

managed by two Buena Vista staff who had attended an Outward
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c*"

sound Teachers' Practicum.

2. Preliminary screening based on proximity

motivational readinesi byithe'same Buena,

to parole and

Vista staff.

3. Final selection interviews ponducted by Buena Vista staff

and a]l Colbrado Outward Bound School staff for course.

'Orientation - Once selected, while Buena Vista staff began to

get them in shape'physically, I chose the proper boots for them.

Regardless of how discrete one's screening has been, I think one,

can expect to lose a few (there is a romanticism about Outward

Boundithat clouds'realistic assessments of potential). In any

event,,the assumptions underlying the orientation activities were

as follows:
0,

Outward Bound should be only for those who could immediately

benefit from the developmett of constructive attitudes and

responses;: i.e. those soon to ,be paroled. It was reasoned

that providing'someone with a "de-institutionalizing"'exper7

ience only to drop him batk into detention with a long term

. remaining would be counterproductive and perhaps inhumane.

2. OUir4ard Bound should only be for those who evidenced a desire

to change their "scripts' or biBhavior through Outward Bound.

It was reasoned that Outward Bound is too tough and too

demanding fonanybody but the committed. People.can "con"

more passive and less self-productive therapies. The need

for immediate and consequential mastery eliminates the con in

Outward Bound to a great extent.
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3. Orientatiofi should be'as,Oppough, unassuming, and congruent

with the realities of Outward Bound as possible; hence, the

visual display, introduction to staff, etc. .It was reasoned

that incarcerated people ate overly anxious to begin with

and can benefit from all the,familiarity io Outward Bound,

staff and program expectations as possible,

D.' Reconnaissance - Both myself and Tom Stich knew the Snowmass-
k.

Maroon Bells area well. Such knowledge helped alleviate ourl

anxieties, and probably student anxieties as well. Invaluaple

'knowledge orthe area afforded the flexibility to alter coIrse

plans as the atrengths of .che group became knOwn. /

E.. Staff Orientation - In addition to having the staff \ea' Buena

Vista, and presenting them with a contemporary article n rehabili-
.

tation, I ouflined"speclfically the sort of-staff beh

is listed below:

1. (' 'Teaching Methodology and Communications

,

ior which

a,. Do notobake presumptions about what students know, under-

stand, or retain. Many offenders have poor conceptual

skills and come from cultural,backgrounds unfamiliar with

the outdoors.

b. Keep activities practical and sequential - relate activi-

ties to what is coming up. Incarcerated types need

immediate, practical, and positive reinforcement. They

need to see the "payoff."



c. Be demonstrative as well as verbal. Once again $ many .

offenders lack conceptual skills. .

,

d. 2ttalluminet. Many "incarcerants" have trOubLe with

authority figures,.so you must demonstrate a constructive

authority model, i.e. one who gets respect and compliance,

nbt because of the role, but because of what he knows and

does.

Do not be too )udgmental; leave that to the judge. The

word delinquent is so inclusive that it alMost means any

adolestent. So don't pressure him by showing over concern

tr fear.

f. Be con ruet_g_it im_1..Et_zr,twEcl, i.e., real; that is the

least you owe any student. Be the example. Honesty is

-the best strategy with them.

g. Set your,expectations of _performance at the outset.. Nave

justifiable, negotiable and non-negotiable demands with'

reasonable sanctions. Delinquents both need and want

limits and directions set.

h. Let eo le know what to ex ect from the course in the wax

of activities, emotions. Delinquents-seem to be more

anxious than the average. Setting the stage is a way of

bleeding off some of the anxiety.

i. Be the exemplar.

I Pace yourself. Many delinquents are hyperactiye with

concentration waxing and waning continually.
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k. Trust without' trusting. Growth seems to take place in
,e

leaps and boutift with periods of regression. Accordifigly,

their commitments will be tentative and problematic;

1. are " Many delinquents have sich a

i*

negative self-image that any ,caring which seems too -

unconditional is suspected'and possibly manipulated. Try,

not to-need a success for.your own..

m. Pain is a hard thing for delinvents to deal responsibly,

with. They tend to share it, prolong it, amplify it, or

even disregard it completely. It seems to boil down to

not having enough self-discipline and possession.

n. Words do not have much s gnificance for juvenile delin-

quents. So trust the primacy of the experience. Very fewr

participant6 can generalize the significance of Outward

Bound aCtivities with much'deOth. Accordingly, do not Ask

for premature summaries of performance; stick to what is

happening today.

o.,Denot tr to build our oWn ersonal su ort s steM' from>

( tie/clients.

Look for the real messages behind behavior. What primary

needs (physical, security, self-esteem, belongingness,

and self-actualization) are threatened or have been satis-

P

fled, are the questions to ask.
\

Give feedback. They crave it, they want to know how they

stand, and make sure you "hit the nail on thl. head."
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Feedback which is good is a-way of caringthat makes

sense-to them. Relationships with,grdwnups who are

not their parents are most important to them.

Share but do nOt sell the mete hors on life available

through Outward Bound.

S. crocus on the individual. You,,are not trying to solVe

society's ills. Rather, you are trying to promote autono-

mous,-responsible;individuals.

t. Intervene. The only thing you have to work with is their
e

behavior in the here and now. So do, not let the teachable

moments pass by.

u. Exhort. The need for charisma is not.dead. These kids

are impassioned...Tap, direct, and encourage it.

v.
172.1212n.L.E.5212_1.1.14141.922.121. They .need to

belong in and to it. This issue will be the source of

much conflict, likewise the group will be the resource

for the resolution of such conflict.

w. Delinquents live in and for the moment. Make sure activi-,

ties are sequential, concrete, and within the capacity of,

students. Delinquents need plausible linkage and fore-

seeable goals with a reasonable payoff.

x. Have plans hut have more options. Be prepared to think

on your feet about what to do next.



11 . Program
-

Outward ,Bound is a. type of problem solving which impels willing partic-. .

ipante in a contrasting environment to mastery. The problems ape con-

stituted in stich a way that the participants will successfully resolve

,the tasks. The.probleme,are supposed to be prescriptive, progressive,

concrete, manageable, -worthwhile, holistic, reconstructive, and recip-
P

A. .Prpscriptive - Course was shortened to.14 days.

-,Toore in line with institutional constraints at Buena Vista

- easier on staff (attrition on such course high)

7 compact time frame (no need for dead space)

cdhsistent with student attentidn span
,

B. Progressive

1. Basecamp usea'initially

- provided a permanent referencefor.students
(serve as a

bridge'between, their familiar environments and the outdoors)

- allowd for more thorough and safe assessing of student

skills by staff

2. Short term, high impact activities, such as ropes course,

initiatives, rock climbing, and repelling conducted initially,

then the trekking introduced

- bolsters motivation to persevere through whole course

- sharpens' mental, emotional, and physical conditioning

C. Concrete - See attached course schedule
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D. Manageable

1. Course shortened to 14 days

-

t. 0

2. Original linear cou design altered at2first resupply to a

more compact, cirmilar one which would give us'greater choices

for activities with greater safety and time marginss,

3. Only one peak climb scheduled op the snowbowl side of Snow-
,

mass (ardUous but safe with exposed but short sections with'

a variety of boulder hopping, trekking, snow exposed boulder-

ing).

4 Solo shortened' to a day and a half
,

- incarcerated youths are.'useclto onelineas not aloneness'

constantly surroUnded by masses and peera the solitude

\required of.a lengthy solo overwhelming

enough time to contemplate coprse behaviorsand pose futUre
,

.

directions

5. Finals changed to a day and a half unaccompanied expedition

in spme patrols

- to demonstrate competence as unit/without the direct super-
r

vision of instructor appropriate sequential step

E. Worthwhile - See attached list of activities
a

F. Holistic - This is hard to do consistcntly in such a group as Iere

is a wide range of cognitive development and such basic skills a

first aid, map and compass demand a substantial amount of cogni-

tion. Creative imagination needs to be exercised in relating these\

skills to the level and fiiames of reference of such a group.
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G. Reconstructive
4

- Staff spent a lot of time4 mostly on a,one,-to-one.basis,working

with students drawing parallels

7 Students individualUF and/ as a group were constantly asked to,
7

compare and contrast the behavior on the course to the behavior

in the "joint,4 to the behavior on the "streets"

- Along with the usual pin,and certificate other measures were

employed to tangibly reinforce achievement, such as:

1. Slides taken, early prints developed in time to show at

course conclusion

2. ,:The remainder to be shown later at followup meetings

3. Assessment letters were written for parole hearings

4. Turtlenecks awarded to each participant upon completion

H. Reciprocal

,- Patrol size was keptsmall (five to seven)

- Such persons are used to having-and surfacing conflict, so

smaller numbers will provide enough conflict while increasing

chances of resolution
_ _

- Inter-patrol rivalry can bein%ense; smaller sizes allow for

greater individuation

All activities were well received, either valued for the ecstasy

or the conflict/resolutions they provided.
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Trip; Itinerary

Activities'

1

2

3

;

Artdval Course Director's

introdUctory talk - "quiet

walk" - equipTgeht issue

Run and dip

Trek to niarble quarry - rappel

into quarry - spelunk out of

quarry

Wall and beam - ropes course -

camperaft - debriefing

Rapphl rockcraft - climbing

camperaft . night hike

Trek up tO Whitehouse Cabin

(approximately 3 miles with

2000' altitude gain)

11';.

37P,

5 Readings - trek along Treasury Ridge into Bear Basin (approxi-
mately 5 miles) - Map and compass Trek down Bear Basin (3 miles)

6 Resupply at Crystal Unstructured afternoon ,...

readings

4 7 Route finding unaccompiinied from Lead King to Showmass Lake,via

Trailriders (approximately 7 miles 2000' elevation gain.,and losi)

8 Climb Snowmass Mountain via snowbowl

9

10

Return to Prospector Springs Unstructured afternoon (fishing,

etc.)

Trek over Meadow Mountain to North Fork (approximately 7 miles) -

sauna

11 5olo

12 Off solo

,

13 Unaccompanied from Love's

Frigid Aid Pass (8 miles)

14 Marathon (9 miles) -

debriefing (patrol and

individual)

Begin unaccompanied from Silver

Creek to Love's Cabin (7 miles)

to East Fork at Schofield Park via

Steak fry - awards - departure
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Footnotes

1Norval Norris and Gordon Hawkins, The Honest Politician's Guide to

Crime Control, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 19,70t.p. 146.

2
,The most current list of programs is::".through the Asbociation for

Experiential Education," 0 Box 4625, Denver, CO 80204. Iti.S entitled

Directory of Program,Used Alternatives to Incarceratio6n, Mental Health,
, Physical pisabilitiel4

3
Gary Templin and Phillip.Baldwinv"The Erluation and Adaption of

Outward B6und, 1920-1966i" Kurt Hahn and the DeVelo ment of Outward Bound:

IAColaillti2n_nf Essays, Denver: Colcitado Outward Bound.School Publication,,
.

19764 p.
,

,

4
Colorado Outward Bopnd Instructor's Manual 1979, p. 3.

5
It i interesting to notethat there is no concrete evidence that

participation in Outward Bound lowered lict mortality,rate of graduate seamen.
, The opinion,was.that it did.

a

6
Outward Bound Brochure.

7
While still the largest and inost prolific adventure educational

1

organization in America, Outward Bound has assumed more of thearole of a
eteward of the "movement," underwriting much of the network.building among
practitioners, training many of,the adaptive staff, consulting on program .

'development, etc.

8
Herb C. Willman, Jr. and Ron Y. F. Chun, "Homeward Bound," Outward

.Bound in Corrections: Aampilation, Denver: COBS Publications,.1977, p. 52.

9
Francis J. Kelly, Ed.D., "Outward Bound and Delinquency: A Ten-Year

Experience," Outward Bound in Corrections: A Compilation, Denver: COBS
Publications, 1977, p. 1.

10
Ibid., p. 7, Recidivism was "recommitment to a luvenile or adult

institution for a new offense."
q-

11
This chapter i,an edited version of an article I wrote, entitled

"How Delinquents SucceetThrough Adventure-Based Education," which appears
in the JournaljfflueriEllitlIductlis, Fall, 108;
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.

2
Johan Huizinga, Hc_221).1,,udelaajAltlemeint in Culture,

Boston:.. Beacon Press, 19,50, p. 10.

13
Dr. Derek Miller, "PsYchotherapy with Adolescehtst"

tation, William Beaumont Medical Center, March 25, 1976.

14'
Martin B er I.and Thou, NewYcrk: CharlesSchribner. 'Sons,

1970, p.,$94.

minar peesen-

15
Don Pete son, unpublis'iled,'untitled paper on Outward Bound, Denver,

Spring, 1978.

16 /4Much of what I have just described is handled more extensively in a
paper entitled T e Ex loiation of the Outward Bound Process, co-authored by
Vic Walsh and my elf. It is available through Colorado Outward Bound-School
Publications, 9 5 Pennsylvania, Denver, CO 80203.,

17
Terry L. Drum and ,Laur nce J. Max, "Michigan Expeditions,EvaluatiOn

1975.1978," Of ice of Planning 4 Program Coordination and Evaluitionf Michigan
Department of ocial Services, 1978, p. Vi-vii.

18
It i interesting to ote that of the four advenrture-based diversion

programs (who e evaluations I have ianaged to obtain) which were evaluated tb
have statist'cally significant lower mites of recidivism, all had more exciting,
demanding, s imulating cours site locations than the two advcnture-based
diyersion p grams that repot equal recidivism rates (which are located in
the midwest). Pethaps the v riable was the level of stressi ,the higher the
level of st 05, the more s'gnificant the results. in terms of lowering "flat"
recidivism. Illeae is some 4onfirmation of this. Dr. Rocky Kimball, in doing
a compariso study of wildeiness. course types for offenders in NewMexico,
fognd that igh stress (op ationally defined as physical stress--with,a grloter
subjective mpression of p ychological stress) was a significant variable pro .
ducing stat stically signi icant treaXment effects. (See Dr. Richard Owen
Kimball, "W lderness Exper ence Program, Forensic Systems Behavioral Health
Services Di ision, 1979, pc 23.)

19
Sup lemental programs tend to be more regional or community specific,

so program pe donnel are toore accessible for followup. (See Appendix II for
a length list\of possible followup activities.)

20
The beet is by Solomon Cytrynbaum, PhD., "Ihe Connecticut Wilderness

Program: A Preliminary Evaluation Reportom an evaluation suhmittpd to.the'
State ofiConn,cticut, Council on Human .Services; June 1975, p. 31.

C.
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21
Francis. J. Kelly, Ed.D.$ "Outward Bound and DelingVency: A Ten-

YeAr Bound
P' 9°

22"
Community Mental Health," Science.News, Vol. 112, No. 11, p. 170.

"Thirty-Year Followup: Pounseling Pails," Science News, Vol. 112, No. 21,
p.

'23Unfortunately, I have yet te encounter a hard and fast rule as to
who peeds what, if any, sort of fol1o;ittp-,--_,The factors which I think are the
rivest important to take into account are the istence of/andunreasonableness

self-improvement plans, the likelihood of be g gainfully occupied, the
aupport available'in the "home" setting, the leng of tirior treatment, and
the kind of that treatment (a youngster who has been 10 a highly structured,
seure setting often develops institutional habits and must be weened gradually)..

,
1

'

,

24 . i. .

There are no "cookbooks" available, documenting how to design and
execute a course, The best 3 can do is reference the reader to Appendix III
which is an edited copy,of 4 cpurso I designed, managed and evaluated for
.adult offenders. It,reveals how an understanding of the adventure-based
process can be used to design the couf.se.

/

25
G R. Cardwell, "Research and the Fallacy of Recidivism Studies on

Wildernesl Programs for Troubled Youth," a paper'presented at the Sixth AnnualConference on Experiential Education, St Louis, Missouri, September 30, 1978.
) I

2'6

Dr. Richard Owet Kimball "The Spiritual Value of Statistics, Com-
puters and Other Esoter4 Hokum," inpublished draft papq, March 8, 1979,
p. 13. 1

,

\d
%

. 27
Sarah Andrew, "Measurement Issues in the Evaluation

.

of Program Objectives," aP unpublished draft liaper, 19790 p. 2.

28
Kimball, p. 4.

and Assessment

29
T rry L. Drum

1915-1978," p. 47.
and lurence

.

30
Arnold Shore, ed., Outward Bound: 'A Reference Volume, February 1977,

J. Max, "Michigan Expeditions ENmluation

31
Kimball, pp. 9-10.
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Gerald L. Golins
age 33; November 16, 1945

Education

1979, Currently a Mid-Career MPA Student at Harvard University
1973, MA, Curriculum and Instruction, University of Northern

Colorado, Greeley, Colorado
1971, Standard Secondary Teaching Credential:, College of Notre

Dame, Belmont, California
1968, BA, Political Science, Claremont Men's College, Claremont,

California
1967, Institute of European Studies, Vienna, Austria
1964, High School, Carlmont Belmont, California

Professional Work Profile

Colorado Outward Bound School

1979 on a temporary lealre of absence
1977 to 1979: Program Director/Development. I supervised the
management of the school's outreach efforts in the area of corr-
ections, mental health, and adult training. Nine projects serve
approximately 400 students annually, with a budget pf a quarter
of a million dollars total. Each proje.ct is funded separately,
the sources being private tuition, regional and national private
foundation grants, direct state legislative appropriations or
federal grants (LEAA). The projects are:

1. Adventure Group Home
2. Adult Offender Program
3. Colorado Springs Juvenile Diversion project
4. Project I.D. Louisville, Kentucky
S. Denver Inner City Scholarship Program
6. Denver Area Explorer Adult Advisor Training Program
7. Minority Staff Program
8. St. Luke's klcoholic Rehabilitation Program
9. Educators Practicum

1973 to 1979: School adaptive program consultant to:
1. Aunt Martha's Youth Service Bureau, Illinois
2. Baton Rouge Gamily Court, Parish of Baton Rouge, Louisiana
3. Betterwkys, Inc., Ohio
4. Colorado Department of Corrections, Colorado Springs, Colorado
S. Flint Community School, Flint, Michigan
6. Irvin, Miller, Sweeney Foundation, Columbus, Ohio
7. Michigan Department of Social Service, Lansing, Michigan
8. Missouri Department of Corrections, Jefferson City, Missouri
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1973 to 1979: School adaptive program consultant to:

9. New York Division for Youth, Albany, New York.
10. New Mexico Department of Hospitals and Institutions,

Santa Fe, New Mexico
11. William Beaumont Army Medical Center, Department of

Psychiatry, El Paso, Texas
12. Alaska State Legislature

1973 to 1977: Project Diredtorgorrections responsible for'
developing the utilization of Outward Bound in the area of

. Corrections.

1973 to 1977: Course Director for the School

Started with a salary of $750 per month, at present I earn $1505
pet month or $18,060 per year. My superior is Mr. Gary
Templin, School Director.

Other

1972 Director, Exploration Bound, Greeley, Colorado. I
originated and ran leadership/cemmunication experiences for
student dorm proctors in return for tuition payment at UNC
while getting MA.

1971-1972 Teacher, Monte Vista High School, Fremont Union
High School District, Fremont, California. I taught Government,
advanced German, and coached springboard diving, salary $9,600
per year. Supervisor, Jim Byrne, Department Head.

1969 Teacher, K-6 La Joya School, Salinas, California. Taught
migratory farm worker children. Salary: monastic, supervisor
Mr. Brannon, Principal.

Military Seviice

1969 to 1974 Officer, Infantry, USAR

Hobbies, Interests

Skiing (Nkrdic/Alpine); mountaineering (summer/winter)1 fly fishing
and tying.,

Reading

Foreign languages, German (fluent); Spanish (rudimentary)
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"How Delinquents Succeed Through Adventure Based Education",
The Journal of Experiential Education; Volume l, Number 2,
1978, p. 26-29.

Outward Bound in Corrections: A Compilation, a number of my
articles along with others; Colorado Outward Bound School
Publications, 1977.
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